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Let C(X) be the algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions
on a compact Hausdorff space X and let A be a function algebra on X,
that is, a closed (by supremum norm) subalgebra in C(X) containing
constants and separating points of X. A closed set F0 in X is said to be
an interpolation set of A (or a closed restriction set of A) if ^|F0=C(F0)
(or A\F0 is closed in C(F0)), where A\F0={f\F0,feA} and f\FQ is the
restriction of /on F0. In [4] I. Glicksberg characterized interpolation
sets and closed restriction sets on general function algebras A, and also
showed that in a Dirichlet algebra, any closed restriction set of A is an
intersection of peak sets, but we see that the above fact is false in the
case of a non-Dirichlet algebra. The main purpose of this paper is to
consider problems of interpolation and closed restriction on a function
algebra A which is not a Dirichlet algebra and which has the property
that the restriction A \ dA of A by its Silov boundary is an essential
maximal algebra. Our main theorems are the following: Let A be a
function algebra on a compact metric space having the above property
and some additional properties (Properties (B) and (D), cf. §2, 3.). Then,
(1) if FO is a closed restriction set of A for a closed set F0, F0 contains
3A or F0~dA is a countable set whose cluster points are in 3A (Theorem
2.2). (2) if FO is an interpolation set of A, then F0f] 3A is an interpolation
set of AI dA and F0—dA is an //"-interpolating sequence, and the con-
verse is also true (Theorem 3.2). ((2) was pointed by ([7], p. 208) in the
case of the function algebra of continuous functions on the unit closed
disc which is analytic on its interior, and it is a generalization).
1. Preliminaries
Let A be a linear subspace of C(X). Then A is said to be a function
algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X if it satisfies the following condi-
tions (i) f gζA for any f,g€A, (ii) A is closed with the supremum
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norm of C(X\ (iii) A contains the constant function 1 and (iv) for any
distinct two points x, y in X9 there is an /€ A with f(x)Φf(y}. First,
we define the Silov boundary ΌA and the essential set E of A as follows.
The Silov boundary of A is the smallest closed subset F of X such that
I /| takes its maximum value on F for any /e A The essential set of A
is the minimal closed subset E of X such that if f(E)=0 for a continuous
functions / on X, then /G A A is an essential algebra if the essential
set of A is X (cf. [1]). ^4 is said to be an antisymmetric algebra (or
an analytic algebra) if any real-valued function in A is always constant
(or any function in A vanishing on a non-empty open set in X is always
identically zero) (cf. [6]). A function algebra A is said to be a sequen-
tially analytic algebra if any function / in A vanishing on an infinite
closed set in X~dA is always identically zero. If X is a metric space,
we can take a sequence of points converging to a point in X^dA in
place of an infinite closed set in the above definition. For a sequentially
analytic algebra, we can easily prove the following.
(a) Let A be a sequentially analytic algebra on X. Let X have no
isolated point and let 3A be non dense in X. Then A is analytic.
(b) If A is a sequentially analytic algebra and if X~dA has a non-
isolated pointy then A is an integral domain, that is, fg=Q implies /=0
or g=0 for fygeA.
Let A be a function algebra on X and let FQ be a closed set in X.
We say "F0 determines A" if /=0, whenever /(F0) = 0 for an /e A For
arbitrary function algebra, dA determines A. FQ is said to be an inter-
polation set of A (or a closed restriction set of A) if ^4|F0=C(F0) (or
A\F0 is closed in C(F0)), where A\F0 denotes the set {/|F0; fζA} and
f\F0 denotes the restriction of /on F0. If F0 is an interpolation set of
Ay then any continuous function on F0 can be extended to a function
in A.
For a function algebra which is an integral domain, we have
Theorem 1. 1. Let A be a function algebra which is an integral
domain and let PdF^ - \JF
n
, where P determines A, F, is closed set in
X and F, is a closed restriction set of A for any i. Then FkmdA for
some k.
Proof. If we assume that /=0 whenever f(F^ = 0 for an/6 A, the
complex homomorphism h->h(x) of A\Fk is well-defined for any x£X.
Since A\Fk is a Banach algebra, \h(x}\<^\\h\\Fk> so 11*11*^11*11^ for any
*€A where ||*||F.=sup |*(*)l and ||A||x=sup|A(*)|. Therefore F
Λ
iDdA.
*£Fk x£X
If for any i, F,ΞDa4, there is an /, 6A such that /
ί
(F
ί
)=0 and /, ψO.
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But, since /i/2/3 ••/„=() on P, /1/2 />l^O on X. This is a contradiction
since A is an integral domain..
REMARK. We see easily that the theorem is false in the case of
antisymmetric algebras.
Corollary 1. 2. Let Abe a sequentially analytic algebra on a compact
metric space X, and let FQ be a closed restriction set of A for a closed set
F0 in X. Then either F^'dA or F0~dA is a countable set whose cluster
points are in dA (if it is an infinite set).
Proof. Put G
n
={x; xeX, d(x, 3Λ)<—}, where d(x9y) denotes then
metric function on X. Then if F0^Gn is an infinite set for some n,
FQ~Gn is a set which determines A since A is a sequentially analytic
algebra. Since F0~GMc=F0 and A\F0 is closed in C(F0), F0iDdA by
Theorem 1.1. (In the corollary, it is unnecessary that A is an integral
domain).
Let A be a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X. By
the maximal ideal space 3JΪ of A we mean the set of all maximal ideal
of A. 3JΪ can be regarded as the set of all non-zero complex homomor-
phisms of A. 3W is a compact Hausdorff space for its weak topology
and SϋlZDX A maximal ideal M is said to be a point x in X if M=MX
= {/:/(#)=0, f£A}. A ideal N in A is said to be a principal ideal if
N=f0 A={fJ;feA} for an / 0eA
Glicksberg [5] has proved the following theorem.
Therem 1. 3. Let A be a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff
space X. // F is a closed restriction set of A for any closed F in X,
then A = C(X).
The following corollary is clear from Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 1. 4. Let A be a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff
space X, and let FQ be a closed set in X. F0 is an interpolation set of A
if and only if for any closed set FdF0, F is a closed restriction set of A.
For any closed set F containing 3^4, we see that A\F is closed in
C(F). Conversely, we have (cf. [9])
Theorem 1. 5. Let A be an essential algebra on X and let F0 be a
closed subset in X. // F is a closed restriction set of A for any closed
subset F containing F0, then F0 contains the Silov boundary dA of A.
Corollary 1. 6. Let A be an arbitrary function algebra on X and let
FO be a closed subset in X which is contained in the essential set E of A.
If F is a closed resrtiction set of A for any closed subset F containig FQ9
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then FQ contains the Silov boundary 3AIE of the function algebra A\E
(see the next Remark).
From Corollary 1.6 we can prove Theorem 1.3.
REMARK. (1) In Corollary 1. 6 we can prove the converse, that is, for
any closed set F containing dAlE F is a closed restriction set. For, let
F=>dA]E, then \\f\\E=\\f\\*A\,^\\f\\F for any /e A Since E\]F=)E, we
see that E\JF is a closed restriction set, that is, for any / in A, there
is a geA such that \\g\\
x
^7 \\f\\E\jF and g=f on E\]F. (Theorem 2.1)
Therefore \\g\\
x
^\\f\\B*F^\\f\\F and g=f on F, so F is a closed
restriction set by Theorem 2. 1.
(2) dA f] E always contains dA}E (cf. [8]) and we can have an example
with dA{]EφdAlE, so the conclusion (F^dAftE} of Theorem 2 of [9]
is false (see the above (1)).
(3) If X is a compact metric space, we have that FQ^Pf}EΦφ as
the conclusion, under the hypothesis of Corollary 1. 6. P here denotes
the minimal boundary of A (it is the set of peak points of A and is also
equal to the Choquet boundary of A) (cf. [3]). For, it is clear since
2. Closed restriction sets
Let A be a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X and
let F0 be a closed subset in X. A closed restriction set of A is charac-
terized as follows.
Theorem 2. 1. Let A be a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff
space X and let F0 be a closed subset in X. Then F0 is a closed restriction
set if and only if for any f£A there is a g^ A such that \\g\\
x
^γ\\f\\FQ
and f=g on F0, where γ is a positive number which is independent of f.
Proof. If A\F0 is closed in C(F0), by Glicksberg ([4], P. 420), A\F0
is isomorphic to A/kFQ (kF0={feA:f(F0)=Q}}, so the necessity of the
theorem is clear. The sufficiency can also be proved easily.
After now, we consider function algebras satisfying the following
properties :
(^ 4). The function algebra A\dA is an essential maximal algebra.
(B). Any maximal ideal in A which is not a point of 3A is always
principal (cf. §1).
The main theorem of this paragraph is the following
Theorem 2. 2. Let A be a function algebra on a compact metric space
X satisfying the properties (A) and (B\ and let FQ be a closed set in X.
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// F0 is a closed restriction set of A, then either F^'dA or F0^3A is a
countable set whose cluster points are in dA (if it is an infinite set).
Proof. The proof is clear by Corollary 1.2 (§1) and the next lemma.
Lemma 2. 3. Let Abe a function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space
X satisfying the properties (A) and (B). Then A is a sequentially analytic
algebra.
Proof. Let FQ be an infinite closed set in X^'dA and let /o(F0)=0
for an /0€ A Then we have to prove that /0=0. Let x0 be a point in
FQ which is not an isolated point. Since M0={/: /(#<,)== 0, f£A} is a
maximal ideal in A, by the hypothesis, M0=g0A for some £06 A Since
/o(^o)==0> fo = g<flι f°r an al£A. We see here that x0 is the sole point
satisfying g0(xQ)=Ό, so Λ1(jP0^(Λr0))=0, aJix0)=0 and a^M^ Therefore,
a1=g0a2 for an # 2 G A By repeating the same argument, we have a
sequence {a
n
} of functions in A such that
/o = g<flι = gl<*2 = ••• - gϊ>ak = - ......... (1)
Now, since the function g0 does not vanish on dA, go
l\dA£C(dA). But
gϊl\dA can not be extended to any function in A since g0(xQ)=Q9 that is,
gΰ1 1 dA £A\dA. Since A \ dA is a maximal algebra, the closed subalgebra
spanned by gόl\dA and A\3A is identical to C(3A), so for any heC(dA)
and for any £>>0,
)II<*<£ .... . . . . . (2)
, where oί^A.
By (1), 5o*/o = «* on 3Λ (fe = 1,2,3, -) ......... (3)
By (2) and (3),
Since aJ^a^^-'Λ-oί^^A, hf0€A\dA.
C(dA} f0dA\dA.
Put 3A-F and B=A\Y. Then 5 is an essential algebra on Y. C(Y)
f0cιB. From this we can prove that /0=0 on Y, hence /0^0 on X.
If /0φO on Y,Z={x:x£ Y, /<>(*) =0} is a closed subset in Fand
We can take two open sets £7, F such that
Since A\Y is essential, there is a function />6C(y) such that p(0}=0
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and that p cannot be extended to any function in A. We put
Kx) = PW/fJίx) « xϊY-V,
= 0 if xeV,
then h0f0=p. Since h0 is continuous on Y, this is a contradiction, so
/0=0 on X.
Corollary 2. 4. Let A be a function algebra on a compact metric space
X which has the property (A) and is generated by function /0. Then if
F0 is a closed restriction set of A for a closed set FQ in X, either FQ^DdA
or FQ~~dA is a countable set whose cluster points are in dA (if it is an
infinite set).
Proof. This is clear by Theorem 2. 1. and next lemma.
Lemma 2.5. // A is generated by a function /0, then any maximal
ideal in A which is not a point in 'dA is principal, that is, A satisfies the
property (J3).
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal in A which is not a point in 3 A
Then M={f: φ0(f)=0} for some non-zero complex homomorphism φ0.
Since A is generated by a function /0, for any /6M and for any £>0,
there is a polynomial of /0 such that
(1)
, where <zt is a complex number.
If we put φQ(f^=oί, φ0(f0—a)=Q. For the above polynomial, we set
g=a0+a1f0± ••• +ΛΛ/S=(/0-<*)ψ(/o)+β where ψ(/0) is a polynomial of
/o and β is a complex number. We easily see that φQ(g}=β. By (1) we
have |/3|<£. By (1) again,
= \\f-g+β\\ ^ \\f~g\\+ \β\<& ...... (2 )
Now, the function /0 cannot take the value a on 3A For, if f0(χ0)=a
for some *063A by (2) /(#0)=0 for any /6 M. Since M is not a point
in dA9 this is a contradiction. Therefore, by (2) we have
f
f ./0 — α
, where δ=min \f^x)—<*\ and ψM(/0) is a polynomial of /0 for any .^ Since
*694
t
κ
(/0) € Λ ///,-α 6 4|3A so /=(/β-α)A on 3Λ (A £ 4). /=(/,-«)* on X.
This shows that M is principal.
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Corollary 2. 6. Let A be the algebra of all continuous functions on
the closed unit disc (in the complex plane) which are analytic in its interior
and let F0 be a closed restriction set of A. Then F0 contains 3A (=the
unit circle) or F0 is an interpolation set of A.
Proof. Let F0 be a closed restriction set of A. By Corollary 2.4.,
F0 contains the unit circle K in the unit disc or FQ~K is a countable
set whose cluster points are in K. Therefore, if F0 does not contain
K, F0(]K^K and F0~K is a countable set whose cluster points are in
/Γ, so F0=(F0(]K)[)(Ft~~K) does not divide the complex plane and is also
a non dense set in the complex plane. It follows that A\FQ is dense in
C(F0) by the Lavrent'ev approximation theorem, so ^4|F0=C(F0), that is,
F0 is an interpolation set.
Corollary 2.6. can be extended to the case which A is a more general
algebra.
3. Interpolation sets
Let A0 be the function algebra of all continuous functions on the unit
disc which are analytic in its interior. Then Hoffman ([7], P. 208) has
pointed that the following two statement are equivalent for a sequence
of distinct points {zk} in the open unit disc: (a). If g is any continuous
function on the closed unit disc, there exists /£ A such that f(zk) = g(zk\
k=l,2,3, •••. (b). {zk} is an interpolating sequence for H°°, and the set of
accumulation points of {z^ on the unit circle has Lebesgue measure zero.
In this paragraph we consider a generalization of the above fact
(Theorem 3.2.).
Let A be a function algebra on X. A is said to be a Dirichlet algebra
if the set of all real parts of A, Re A is dense in CR(X\ where CR(X) is
the set of all real-valued continuous functions on X. In §2 we see that
if a function algebra A satisfies the property (A) and has a function /0
as its generator and if F0 is a closed restriction set of A (and hence, if
FO is an interpolation set of A), then either F0ZD3Λ or F0—<*dA is a
sequence of points whose cluster points are in 3A Let A have a func-
tion /o as its generator. Then we can assume that A satisfies the follow-
ing property: Let P be a compact set in the complex plane having a
connected complement and let Γ be the boundary of P.
(*). A is generated by a function /0 such that Γc=/0(Jί)c=P, where
1) Put P=C~Uoo, where C is the complex plane and Uoo is the connected component of
containing «>. Then P satisfies (*). If AφC(X).
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Let Y={y1,y2,—>yn>—} be a sequence of points in X~*dA. Y is
said to be an H™-interpolating sequence if for any bounded sequence of
complex numbers {a19 a2, •••, <*„, •••}, there is an / 6 H°° such that /(#) = <**
for any i, where #°° denotes the set of all bounded function / on X~*dA
such that there is a sequence of function {/•} in A and /• converges
uniformly to / on any compact set in X~~dA. We easily see that if
X is a compact metric space H°° is a Banach algebra with the norm
||/IL= sup 1/001. We call H°° the °°-Hardy class relative to A.
x£X~dA
We consider the following property for H°°:
(D}. For any /£ H°°, there is a sequence of functions {/„} in A such
that 11Λ || ^ δ 11/11 and f
n
 converges to f on any compact set in X^dA9
where γ is independent of /.
Let AQ be the set of all continuous functions on the unit disc which
are analytic in its interior, and let H°° be its oo -Hardy class, that is, the
set of all bounded analytic functions on the open disc. For any /G Jϊ00,
we put f
n
(z)=fί(l-— \z\ (« = 1,2,3, —)• Then /„ can be defined as a
function in A0. We easily see that | |/M | |^ | |/IU and /„ converges to /
on any compact set in the open unit disc.
First, we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let Abe a function algebra on a compact metric space
X which has the property (A) and is generated by a function /0. Then
if F0 is an interpolation set of A for a closed set FQ in X, the following
conditions are satisfied:
( i } F0^]dA is an interpolation set of A\dA.
(ii) For any finite set {y
ιy y2, •• ,^M} in F0~dA and for any finite set
{cι> ^2> •••> c
n
} of comlex numbers, there is an f£A such that /(jVf) = O
(/ = !, 2, •••,?/) and ||/||<^γsup |^ |, where 7 is a positive number which is
i<»
independent of {y19y29 —,yn} and of {cιyc2, —,cn}.
Conversely, the conditions (i) and (ii) imply that F0 is an interpolation
set of A.
The main theorem of this paragraph is the following
Theorem 3. 2. Let A be a function algebra on a compact metric space
X satisfying the property (A) and having a generator /0. Then if FQ is
an interpolation set of A, the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) F^dA is an interpolation set of A\dA.
(ii'} F0~~dA is an H™-interpolating sequence.
Conversely, if the oo-Hardy class H°° relative to A has the property
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(D\ then the conditions (i) and (if) imply that FQ is an interpolation set
of A.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) Let / be any continuous function on
M=F0fla4, and let /* be a continuous extension of /on F0. Since
A\F0=C(F0\ there is a function g£A such that g=f* on F0, so g=/
on M.
(ii) Let {c19c2, •••>€»} be a sequence of complex numbers and let h
be a continuous function on F0 such that
= c, (* = 1, 2, - , w)
-0
Since ^4|F0=C(F0), there is an /6 A such that f(x)=h(x) on F0. We here
can assume that | |/ | |χ^7l |A| |F 0 (7 is independent of A) by Theorem 2.1,
so f(yi) = cί (i = l,2, — , «) and
Conversely, let >1 satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii). We will show
that A\F0=C(F0). Put M=3^4Π^o F°r any continuous function /on
FO, /|Me C(M). By (i) there is an fzA such that /'=/ on M. If we
put /!=/'—/, then /1(M) = 0. If we prove that /x=^ on F0 for a function
g 6 A then /= /z on F0 for some A 6 ^4, so the theorem will be proved.
Therefore, for any /ι6C(F0), /1(M) = 0, we are only to prove that f^=g
on F0 for some ^€A We can assume that ||/I||FO = I By Theorem 2.2
we put F0^dA= {y19y29y3> •••}• Since /1(M)=:0, there is a positive integer
n^ such that
{Λ!|/I(Λ)| ^  1/4} c= {
Λ
,
 Λ
,
 Λ > -> ΛX}
Since A\dA is a maximal essential algebra, MΦ3A And since Mis an
interpolation set of ^4 1 3^4, there is a function ψ1 6 A \ dA such that ψ(M)
= 1, ψφl and | |ψ ||
θ
Λ = l.2) (cf. [4]). Since y^dA, by ([2] or [6], §5),
|ψ(.yί)|<]l (ί = l, 2, 3, •••)• By taking a sufficiently large integer m, the
value of 1 — tym on jv, (ί = l, 2, •••, wj can be arbitrarily near 1. Also, since
ψ(M)=l, there is a positive integer n2 (w^wj such that {jv, : 1(1— ΨW)(Λ)|
<l/47}d{^,l2+1,<yll2+2, •••}, where γ is that in the condition (ii). By (ii)
there is a function p€.Ay such that P(yi}=f1(yi) (i = l,2, " ,Wι), XΛ)=O
(i = »! + 1, , «2) and 1 1 ^  1 1 ^  γ 1 1 /J | FO = γ. For a sufficiently large integer my
so
2) Since Λ(M)CI" (Lemma 3. 3. Footnote) we can find the function V bY the similar
method as the proof of Lemma 3. 3.
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Put (l-ψ")j>=ft, then
 A € Λ \\f
ί
-gl\\F0<H2 and ||ft||*^2γ. If we
gϊ=f1-g1, £?(M)=0 and ||g? ||Fo<l/2. By repeating the same argument,
we have a sequence {g
n
}c^A such that ||g J|χ<2-CΛ-2) γ and gί=f1-gί
-ft ---- & satisfies that £*(M)=0 and ||rf||/r0<2-* for any n. Put
A
Λ
=ft+ft+ — +ft., then A M € A If m>w, ||Am-AJ|xHlft.+ • • • +ft.+ιllχ
^l l f t . l lx+ •• + ll£Wιllx<2-c*-2 )γ> so AM converges to some he A, and
ll/ι-MF0=ll£ίllF0<2-". This shows that f, = h on F0 for some he A.
Before the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need the following lemmas.
Lemma. 3. 3. Let Abe a function algebra having a generator f0 and
let a sequence of points {y^dX^dA converges to point y in X~~dA.
Then
P(y
n
, y) = sup \f(y
n
)-f(y)\ / \\f\\ converges to 0 .
rΦA
reo
Proof. Since A is generated by /0, the set of all polynomials
#o+#ι/o H ----- Va
m
f™ (fli is a complex number) is dense in A. For any poly-
nomial g of /o, £=tf0+tfι/o+ +tfm/™> we put £
/(*) = 00+01*+ ••• + amtf*.
We consider the polynomial g'(z) as function on P. Put 1 1 g' \ \ = sup | g'(z) \ .
z£P
Then there is a complex number ZQ (^0^Γ) such that ||g'||= \g'(z0}\. By
the property (*), there is a point x0£X such that ^0=/o(^o)> so H g ' l l ^
I ^o 4- Λ!/^) + β2/S(*o) + + «»./o(^o) I < 1 1 ί 1 1 Therefore,
( l )
Now, we easily see that /O(JT) j£ Γ if x £ dA. For, let /0(#) G Γ for a point
jt:^3^4. If /o(^)=/o(^/) for another point Λ/, then f(x}=f(x') for any
/G A since ^4 is generated by /0. This contradiction shows that there
exists no point xr (different from x) such that /<,(#) =/0(#/) If we Put
uQ=f0(x\ then w 0 GΓ. The function algebra of continuous functions of
Γ which admit a continuous extension to P that is analytic on the
interior of P is a Dirichlet algebra ([10]) and the one point set u0 is a
closed restriction set. Therefore {u0} is peak set ([4]), so there is a
continuous function ψ on P which is analytic on the interior of P such
that ψ(«o) = l and |ψ(w)|<l for any ueP(u0φu). Put h = ψofQt Then
A 3 A since ^ is approximated uniformly on P by polynomials of z. We
see that 1 1 A 1 1 = 1 and x is the sole point satisfying | h(x) | = 1. Since x <£ 3 A,
this is a contradiction, so /„(#) £ Γ if x <£ 3A.3) Coming back argument,
let y
n9 ytfdA and yn^y. Then /0(j«)^Γ for any «, /^)jfΓ and
Since ^r/(2') is analytic in the interion of P,
3) We can prove that /0(&A) = Γ. For, /0 is a homeomorphism of X onto /0(-X") and
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......... (2)
, where M is a constant number which is independent of n. By (1), (2),
\g(y»)-g(y)\/\\g\\^M*ι
n
, where η
n
->Q for n^°o.
Since the set of all such functions g is dense in A, p(y
n
, y}-*®
This lemma implies the following
Lemma 3. 4. Let A be a function algebra on a compact metric space
X having a generator /0. Then any equibounded sequence of functions
in A is equicontinuous on any compact subset K in X^dA.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. In order to prove (ii'), let {c
ιy c2, •••,£„, •••}
be a bounded sequence of complex numbers. If F0^dA= {yιy ;y2, •••, yn> •••}>
by Theorem 3.1 (ii), there is a g
n
£A for any n such that g
n
(yi)=ci
(i = l,2, •••,») and l l^ l lx^γsup |Q|, so {£„} is equibounded. By Lemma
ί
3. 4 {g
Λ
} is equicontinuous on any compact subset in X~~dA. Therefore,
by the diagonal argument, there is a subsequence {g
nt} of {gn} such that
g
ni converges uniformly to some h on any compact subset in X~dA.
By definition, h€H°° and h(yi) = ci (1,2,3, •••). Conversely, let H°° have
the property (D). Then since H°° is a Banach algebra and since the
sequence of points {y
ιy y2, —,yn, •••} ( = F0^dA) is an //"-interpolating
sequence, for any bounded function / on {y
ί9 y2, •••, yn, •••} there is an
heH~ such that /(Λ)=*(Λ) (ί = l,2,3, .-) and ||A|L^7SUp|/(^)| (7 is
independent of /) by the same argument as [7] (P. 196). Therefore, we
can prove that F0 is an interpolation set of A by the similar method as
Theorem 3. 1, since H°° has the property (D).
TOKYO JOSHI DAIGAKU
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Added in proof. M. Hasumi also proved Theorem 3.2. without the
property (A) by use of the maximal ideal space of A. Some theorems
of this paper can be extended to the case which A is a more general
algebra.
